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the Relationship of'Home-Career Conflict, Fear -of- Success

and Sex Role Orientation to AchieveMent.and Career MotiVAtiOn Given
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The model ofachievemeat mvation developed by Atkinsdn and Raynor (1974)

and McClelland (1971) is)fairly well establi:heA for middle class boys and men

but does not hold up for girls .(Bardwick,
..r

1971; Horner, 1968) or for persons
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from other cultures and socioeconomic backgrounds (Maehr, 1974). the model'

has identif&d several behaviors 'as typifying the high achiever: ihdependerice,

sistence, prefei.ence for tasks of intermediate difficulty, high academic

'performance, and intrinsic motivation. Inconsistencies with-that. model are

found for girls who obtain hiih scores on achievement motivation but do not

show the predicted preferences f r tasks of iAtermediate difficulty.(Hdeper, 1968).

Nor is girlstacademic performance as hie as 'that of boys with the .s

motivation scores (Horner, 1968). A model more releliant to the a ievement

motivation of womZ is one which includes the effect of sex ro e socielizatian

practices and of P`resent contextual discrimination and/or su4ort systems

/in the environment. In this model it is assumed that'early sex role social-

4 ization and othersocial leaicning variables lead to certain personality

q3
ul

'predispositions (i.e. androgyni: Home-:Career. conflict,esteem) and that these

00
individual differences produce different achieving behaviors depending on

U
,./the support or lack of support a woman perceives to tie present in the environment.

4'
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.Bleories of career motivation can be usefully classified into four Niy

types: developmental (Super, 1957; 1975); personality (Holland, 19,3; 1973)

sociological (Hollingshead, 1949; McDill,& Rigsby, i973) and social learning

(Krumboltz, 1976). These approaches tO explaining how persons 'come to choose-

-

their career are complementary rather than mutually exclusive. All have

relevance ,for understanding the, career development of women but none address
1;6

fully thg social learning differences experienced by girls and women wheh

compared to men. Ti;l inadequacies of these'models for women are highlighted

P

when their adequacy is evaluated for other cultures. In developing countries

wher,e.employment opportunities may be largely ascribes and social /economic

mobility low the personality and developmental thepretical explanations are

relatively upeless. On the other hand, the sotiologiaal explanation (i.e.

.

the.environment determines choice) has more relevance. Similarly, for women
'C

..-

/
.

and girls'in the U.S.'today, the environmental determinants appear to be.salient

gees. How 'the American economy is more open than that of a ,developing

countrytand a social learning theory (i.e. Krumboltz) provides a theoretical

1. . .

explanation-for career motivation similar to
A
that proposed above 'for

achievement motivation, namely one that includes the interactive effect
4

\\,
4

of sex role socialization practices and'af resent contextual discrimination 4

and/or support systems-in the environment. We differ with Krumboltz, and
. .

v
tgith,Maehr (1?74) cited above in the specif'fcation of variables to be included

in:the model; 61.11.gree with their general explanatory concepts as most relevafit

A

.
for understanding, sex differences in achievement and career motivation today

A,

in the United States.
e

-Thepurpose of the study was Co investigate the relationship between

Home -Greer (HC) conflict, Fearof Success (FOS) and Career (CM) and achievement

0
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motivation (n Ach) for women of differing sex role orientations using

Bems sex Role Invent65y (BSRI). In addLtiop, measures of self-esteem,

risk-takins, perceived community support, and early socialization experiences
.

were obtained. It was hypothesized that'a positive relationghip would be
. .

sound between FOS and lev01 of career motivation (CM) for an androgynoUs

(independent; initiating, nuturant,,,Tessive),sex role orientationi It

was further hypothesized that a negative relationship nould be found between'

H-C conflict and level of career motivation for traditional sextyped women,

(nurturant but not initiating and independent),. That is H-C conflict would

'inhibit cart motivation for these women.- Conflict measures were hypotheqzed
. .

to interact with certain dependent variables. Horner(1968 for example,

. found that ItIS was higher in women who were academically gifted. Such women

would be expected to obtain high scores on the AcademiAelf-esteem scale:
. .

H-C was expected to be effected by different levels of perceived -support

for career, goals in the community and at the more intimate family level

Some dependent variables were expected to have a curvilineararelationshiP (i.e.

. t ..

.

6

risk, Atkinson and Raynor, 1974) to the achievement motivat,ion lyriables.
.

C

Measures

Procedures

Measures were: Horneri...FOS using ambiguous cues(HOrnsr & rieming, 1977);

H-C, a measure developed for the study on Horner's model; Sem7p,BSPO (19-76)

using.helikurway classification; CM, Holland (1977); °achievement mgtivation-

,

.

using Horner's (1968) verbal cues adapted from AtkidSonl;' Risk*(Kagan and

Dorros, 1975); Self - Esteem using three scales. from Cobpgcsmith ,(1975);

Community support, adapted from Birk, and Tanney '(1973);,and Eirly:Soci.alization

(Fyans, 1978).
I

4
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Analyses'
-

.

,

.

,
.

1

Analyses included cadonical.corralational, discriminant, and multiple ti

regression. Canonical analyses were used because they permitted testing the

effect of predictors on both achievement and career motivation variables
.

A'.
-4.

simulta neoUsly, For purposes" of grouping for'omg of theecanolcal and= -for'

the discriminant analyses, subjects BSRI (Bem, I97K*Scoresswere used to

- identify traaitionalf-sex.types, androgynous and undifferentiated groups. .

The canonical analyses treated career and achAeVement motivation as criterion

variables and the nine dependentimeasures as predictor variables. The

.discriminant analyses included both predictor and criterion variables as

possible. discriminants of sex typed groups. Following Tatsuoka(1971).the

risk variable was squared to test for.possible'curvilineaeffects.

The possibility of within and between group interaction effects among

the dependent yariables was explored by first exacting significant

interaction effects from a discriminant arialysis (Colrey & Lohnes, 1971).

Interactions entered in the discrimivnt,prlyses were limited to seven

two-way interactions. These ware H-C x FOS;'H-C x Community tupPort;. H-C x

Self - 'Esteem Home;,H-C x Risk squared; FOS x Self-esteem Sotial; FOS x

6

Self-esteem Home; anal FOS x Risk-squared. These interactions were'included'

based on their high interc9rrelation with one or more of the mdin effect"

'variables. Earlier attempts, to -enter more two-way interactions had resulted

in a singular matrix. .4

Follo ng the discriminant analyses multiple regression and canonict1

correlations analyses were run with interaction terms included. By not

vouping
subjects on their BSRI (Bem, 1975) sex role orientation it was ,
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possible to enter twenty-five first order interaction terms, since the N'

was substantially incteased. In this analyses sex role drientation was included

as a predictor.

Subjects t,

Female subjects wereall married and mothers o children, drawn from ¢.

Ak

two age groups and educational levels. Representative sampling methods were

used (Kerlinger, 1973)- Ethical standards were adhered to in obtaining

research subjects. In addition to voluntary participation subjects remained

anonymous unless, they wished_toq:obtaintheir scores. A state university

in Illinois provided, the site for the collega-u ndergraduatet,group = 109).

.

community college iarthe same state provided the site for the continuing

education group <N = 53). The college
4:

sample had ;a meafi age of 21, tope

continuindeducation sample a mean age of 37. Thirty male subjects in the

state university also took the measures.

- 4 Results

' Means and standard detiations fbr predictor and criterion variables were

-,7 obtained but,are not reproduced here because of-space limitations. Cor-,

,

relation6 among predictor/variables wer) reviewed for each subject group.s
Significant intercorrelatipns were found for all groups between the self-

. -

jesteem measures. For continangeducation'woinen, college men, but not college,

",gomen, .the self-esteem measures were significantly cbrrelated with the

.-community supillqt measure (p <:05). Male college subjects obtained a

25

significant negative correlation between hightFOS and low community tupport

(F <Xi).
A

Correlation between the criterion"v'ariablet CM and n Ach were mostly
/

7

*

-

LC.
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negative, reaching sig6ficance for the continuing education group -(1? <.05).

Examination of the means and standard deviations for these variables indiCated

that the standard deviations from n Ach scores were large, especially. in

the-case of continuing education women. In contrast a as in th'expected

sang for career,motivation scores. Male college students obtained a

, .

wer positive correlation .(r .15) between, the criterion variables.

Hypotheses Related to Conflict Measures

It was hypothesized that fear-of-success-would be positively correlated

with career motivation.forandrogynous womeh. This.hypothesis wts confirmed

for continuing education (p <.05) but not for college women -It was further

hypothesized that Home-Career conflict wouldbe negatively correlated with

career- motivation for female ,sex -typed women. This hypothesiS was not

confirmed. ppotheses related to interaction effects for conflict measuktes

and other dependent variables were confirmed. significant-interaction

effects-were,obtained, three for each conflict variable. Tables 6, 7, 8

and 13'presentfthese findings.

Canonical Analyses "
. e- ., -

Results 'for the canonical correlational analyses using sex-type to.
' . '

classify subjects obtained five significant canonical variates. :Four of

these were for continuing education subjectt. One was for traditional sex

typed colldge females. Results are teported for significant canonical

variates only. For the continuing education, group of women traditional sex

type women and andtogynaus Women obtained significant results, undifferentiated

sex type females did not. Canonical results were also significant for

college traditional sex typed subjects.

e

1
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Findings for androgynous continuing education women high in career

motivation (Table 1).were that these women were also high in fear-of-succips

as, predicted (p<.01). However, in"' addition these womeh were found to'/<7iew

themsel/es as soCially,unpopular and their risk taking patter was one of

choOsing-either a very high or a Very low risk. An interesting finding

was that CM was.negatively correlated with n Ach-(r-,23) for these wdmen.

Intermediate risk taking, characteristic of high n AchAiersons did not
,. .

accompany subjects' high career motivation scores. Thes mothers, whO

valued independence and goal directed behavior in themselves ap peared to

be uncertaift.about their social acceptance acid the positive consequences

of their academic / career success.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

Insert table 1 About Here ,

* * * * * * * * * *. * * * * *

A second group of androgynous women, obtained through the canonical

_
classification (Table 2)'were characterized by high n Ach and low CM.(p<.05).

These women - perceived the community as unsupportive of their career goals, and

their early experienCes in their family s unsupportive of independent

behavior and academic achievement. Unlike the first group they did not aim

_

high in a'dareer. Lack of perceived community support for their career-
_

,goals appeared to supercede, for these women,, their good feelings about their

academic 4bility''and led them to choose non-challenging carvers.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1/4

Insert Table 2 About Here
'

* * * * * * * * * A * ft *
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Traditional sex typed women ix both college and in continuing, education

classes, who were-high in achievement motivation but low in career motivation

- 4

8

(p<.f,a) obtained different patterns of weights on the_predictor variahies

(Tables 3'and 4) The college women obtained a negative weight on Risk-
."

. ,

squared suggesting that some tend to prefer high risks, others low. The

continuing education women obtained.negative weights obi H-C, early socializatiOn,

and-self-esteem.Home measures suggesting that they perceived their.family 'as '

unsupportive of their independent and achieving behaViors. Career motivation

and, n Ach were again negatively correlated ( -.32):

1

* * * * * * * *** * * * * * *
"..

.Insert Ta bles 3 and 4 AtibutHerl

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *"

traditional sex typed continuing education women, similar to their

androgynous sisters, when characterized by kigh n Acb and high career

.

motivation -(Table 5), also had hie levels of Tear-of-success (p<.01) andi

viewed themselves as socially unpopular. They had a similar risk pattern

as well, namely/some were inclined to take high risks And(other low risks.

These' - sextyped women differed, however, from androgynous women in thlethis

pattern 44 characteristics appeared when they perceived the community as

supportive of theie career goals.

Discriminant Analyses

'lift- discriminant antlyses-for continuing education women produced two

discriminant sfuctiona accounting jointly for 100% of the variance. MANOVA

eta-square.was .72 (Glass & Stanley, 1971) Adicaiing that. the nonlinear

relationships accounted for more of the variance than the lineat ones.

Since main effectg across both discriminant fuctions accOunteefor only 28%

9
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of the Imrianceand _F statistic was not significant, the intera ction

effects were viewed as more powerful than the dependent variables alone in

differentiating the:seit typed groups. For both traditional seX typed and

androgynous women the'highegt interaction Was for FOS x Self-esteem Academic

(Tables 1 & 2)., No other interaction effectgyere equal to half of these
. ,

1

weights 'or better (Tatsuoka, 1971).and therefore are not reported. Although

the same interaction described both sex role orientations both discriminant

functions differe sated the two groups well (Figure 1). Win's' lambda

(Tatsuoka, 1971) was'aiso small (.28)'supporting this inference. The group

means for these functions on all variables entered indicated good differentiatitin
. ,,---1----,- ,

for groups.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * .* * * * * * * * * *

, .

Insert 1Tables 1 & 2 and Figure 1 About Here.

\ e
* * * * * lc* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

. . ...*

.,,. .

As indicated previously, the discriminant analyses were performed as a

preliminaty step preceding a multiple regr egsion analysis. On the basis, of'

the.findings reported above it was decided that the interaction t,k!Fms should

No,
, ' ,

.

1 be included in the regression analyses. The discriminant analysis also lent'

some support to the hypothesis thjt traditional sex typed women differ from

androgynouswourn on achievement motivation related variables.

The/discriminant analyses of college level data yieldesi one significAnt

discriminant fuction for male (N=30) and female subjects (N=109) combined
.

accounting for 53% of the variance. Figure 2 graph's the discriminant centroils

for three 4Male groups and the'male group, illustrating graphfcally that in

this analyses sex differences outweighed differences between sex
...-

typed

female groups. able 8 presents the igh and low discriminanc weights' for

%7
1 0

C

1

A
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I

discriminant functipn 1 (p-K.05). The group with the highest mean, over-
---

all v4riahle, was/the traditional sex typed femalt group (Figure '2), how:,

,

-4...wer-differentlation for the four groups was not very substantial the range
fel

was 4.9 -6.3, and'Wilk's lambda was-.56.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Ins rt
. A

Table 8 & Figure 2 About Here
\

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
. .

The discriminant analyses of data for college females only yielded one
-

, \

significant function accounting for 65% of the variance. MANOVA eta - square
r-

=,

-

,

was .40 indicating that nonlinear relationships accounted for 40% of the .

,, v , \

variance, less than that found for the continuRg education females. Th 0\ .F

-'
O ratio was significant (p. <.05) for this analyses and X2 for the first

C d's.criminant fuction was also significant (p,<.05). gigur.3 presents thepresents

'

discriminant centroids.or collet sex tYped.groups on functions 1 and 2
)

The Figure suggests clearer,differenees between the undifferentiated group

-..-, .. ...

and the two other sex typed groups. Further analyses' is needed to clarify

t .
, t . . f . r.10. / .

these differences. liable 9 presents the discriminant weights for Function'1.,) 4
, .

4 ______---' .. e .x
7.

4

. Since the group means for this function were not substantially different

, 11,
6

(i.e. the range was 8.4 -9.9) and Wilk's lambda (.56) was moderate rather then"

it would be unwise to describe any one of the three sex typed groups as

. .

. characterized by this function. Overall the discriminant analyses supported
(

.

* * * * -* * *.* * * * * .* * * * * * * * * *
v ,

o_. , .

Insert able 9 and FigtIre 3 About Herei .

. ,

1 i * * * * k * _ . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
.

. .
I :

the inclusion ofAnteraction effects in the regression analyses to follow.

. i .

---,
,

11
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Multiple'RegresSion`Including Interactions as Predictors.

Multiple regression analyses incldding twenty-five interaction term .
, 4

and ten predittb"rs.Yieldd e'significant F(p <.0) vhen Achievement

Motivation was the crftesion.for Continuing Education women. Using Career

,

(motivatiOn as criterion, the F value' was significant at the .1.0 level only
. .

. / -.,
. . . .

. .,

for these women: 'Results are reported for
i

these analyses in Tables 10 and

11
L

-9

for predic4orsand interaction terms obtaining significance (p <.05 ors
,

-

better).- Regression analyses using college Idata did not mach significance.
/

-Need Achievement was prediCted by moaerate'risk-taking, AcadeMic.Self -/ '..

, .

....-.:
,,

i

,-esteem; andtwointerictioneffectsTheinteractions wereboth
.../. " '

.0.

with an sex-role orientation found,to interact with modgrate f r
,

.

.

. v Y:

Social Serf-esteem (perceived popularity) and moderate levels Of perceived ,...
'.

community support for career and achievement goap.

Career motivation '(Table 11) waskpr,edieted by several variable's in an ''
.

t

o . , / _- -.
.

c '
.

. .

opposite direction's t found for ,q Ach"(i.e.-risk pattern and perceiVed1)
-.

, ..

support in the communi ty) . Itchould be reCalied, as repirtedcarlier that
I,

...

nAch and CM were Unrelated -.34 (p t05). The sig i capt interactions Of
- - l_ ''.

..

community support witfalSocial Self-este m suggest when
4
seft-*eem

.2%
N.

,

.4. ...

was moderatehigh perceived community support predicted high career
.., .

, I

I'
, I

.. .. "motiliAtion. However, had to be high ordow (but not moderati)
_-,

_ V . .
- ,

,

,
when perceived communICy discrimidati"A was high,.to predict high ca5eer

.

.
. r

motivation. Androgynous sex-role-orientation interacted with high and lo0 6,

.
4

. ,

..
levels of Social Self- esteem in predicting high career-motivation. When the

.

interaction effects arse negative we can only'specUlate_as to,whether the
,

, I ,
./,

effect represents highoi loW levels of the second term:

I
, .

,
,

;

.

.
.

A

1.2
p
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Canonical Analyses Including-Interactions as ..redictors ). \

.

,
. , . 4 ..- .

Cgnonical correlational analyses with the twenty-fiVe'interaCtion,terms'
1 mil

and teri.predictOr variabfeayielded two statistically significant canonical

e" ',
. variate one for continuing education females; and'one for cbllege students.

f

('. The canonical a

,kignifieance.
4

'`

.. . r
. ._,

,,c 1 % ,Tab 12 preienEs high positive 'and negative weights forth canonical

,\ i. :,

alyses using female,college students alone did riot reach

anaYyses.,withcontinuing education females ."The results of this analyses

,
are quite diffetent from those obtained prior to inclAing interaction terms

$

(see Tables 1, 2, 4, and 5). For example in the previous analyses Academic
.

Self- esteem was positively associated with high achievement MotiVation. It

should be noted thatthe correlation Between these two measures was .17.

t A
In,the present analysis the subgroup ofccontinuing education females

characterized by high .achiaGement motivatiRn and low career motivation was-

,

, ,

tt

characterized by low Academic Self-esteem, The muittiple regression analyses

.
'':°'

reported preOiously confirmed that for achievement motivation Academic Self -
4

.,.

esteem was,a negative predictor (t was -2.25; <.05). Several interaction

terms weYe among the high,pdsitive and negative weights for this canonical

variate "(Table 12). Wilk's lambda for this group was extremely small (.07)

indicating that the group was well differentiated from other continuing

education females. In contrast laidbdas for the previous analysis (Tables

,

.2 and 4)- were .48 and 57 respectively. The multiple R was .90'indicating

that about 81% of the variance was accounted for by these variables. Career

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Insert Table 12 About' Here)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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motivation for these women Appeared to be lowered by the'interaction of

self-esteem with perceived community suppoA, and with sex-role orientation.

High home-career conflict interacted with perceived community support

inversely. -Avery complex pictureis presented, confirming ,our earlier

theoretical model as interactive and multivariate.

,Table 13 presents high positive and negativeieights for the

7.;1'

canonical analyses with coltcollege students. The resultS of this analyses were

less impressive-than those obtained for continuing education subjects. The

multiple R was .53 in contrast to .90 for thecontinuing education subjects.

Wilk's lambda was higher (.55) indicating less clear differentiation or

this subgroup.of college students from the total group. However, thp first

canonical variate was significant (p <.05) and is reported in Table 13.

DiscussionTheThe most powerful findings) statistically speaking, for this study are

represented by
,

Tables 1, 5, 10 and 12, all for the continuing eaucation-
.

pothers. Each of the canonical variates presented'inTables,l, 5 and 12

represent a subgroup of this sample differing with respect -to' theirmotivation

tern. For example,,Table l'represents a subgroupiAtigh on career motivation,

wh reas Table 5 represents a subgroup high on both career and achievement'

motivation and Table 12 represents a subgroup high on achievement motivation

but-low on career motivation, might be expected, eachkofthese subgroups

1

is characterized by different predictiars.

High Career Motivation: High Achieve ent Motivation'

'Table 5 presents the onlydata obtained for women high in both career

motivation and achieveMent motivation. The difference for` this group compared

144
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toa group ,high in only career motivationTable 1) was they had.high
.

r

levels Of perceived community support. There are two possible' explanations

. '
.

here. We gould infer,that sex typed women need to perceive the,eommunity

,as supportive of their career goals if they are to aim high in a career.

.«

Alternatively we could'infer that community support was_needed to ensure...,

that both achievement and career motivation were high jr thes e i./omen.

High Career Motivation-
r

The picture for continuing education women high in career motivation

is presented in Tables 1 and 11.

subjects who hre characterized by

In Table 1\_data'are presented for Androgynous

high levels of Fear-of-Success, a high-

ldW risk pattern, and low Social Self-esteem (popularity)'. In contrast

45.
. .

continuing education women not grouped by_sex-type (Table 11) were characteriied
4-

.

4 low levels ofi perceived community support but a similar risk pattern.
.

.

Interaction effects were strong for this group suggesting that perceived com-

munity support was moderated by moderate levels of Social Self-esteem and that

androgynous women'were'affected by high or J7ow levels of Social Self-esteem.

Two aharact, stirs were-common to both groups:, -a high-low risk pattern, and

.` -4,
androgyny i fluehced ty low perceived popularity: One is tempted to-specula.te

that wollipn cyho aim 'high in a career 'are non-traditional (androgynA, un-

popular, and unpredictable. For continuing education, women there are penalties

for aiming high it a career. They feel unpopular and their risk taking

preferences reflect a lack of confidence it'their environment's predictability.

They remain unable to calculate the odds for or against their career success.

High Achievement Motivation

Table 10 presents regression data for continuing education women where

high achievement motivation is as much predicted by the inteKaction effects
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of.androgynous, sex role, perceived popularity,. and peiceived community support

as it is by Academic Self-esteeM,or willingness to take risks. This is,

similarly, a complex picture of the factors influencing hith motivation.

High Achievement Motivation: Low Career Motivatio'h
A-...

A subgroup of continuing education motheTs(able 1?,) h ad high achievement

Motivation but low career motivation and was characterized by four interaction

effects and two negativ main effects. Wilk's lambda was .07 for this

canonical,variate indicating extremely good differentiation froM the rest

of the subjects studies. The interaction effects appeared toh.avea power-

ful moderating influence on this subgroup. A very complex picture is pregented

of the factors influencing the achievement and career motivation of these

women. Based on the evidence presented it would prematu're to attempt an

explanation for low career motivation in women who are highly motivated

academically. It4seems however, safe to say, that, no unitary explanation
V

shouldbe expected, but rather an explanation which highlights.individual

and.situational differences/.

The negative relationshim.obtained between career and achievement
-1,

motivation for both continuing education (p <.05) and college women may be a

*clue., Androgynous women in both grOups obtained larger negative correlations

between these two variables than' traditional sex typed women, "Is'it possible

that non-tra itional women (i,e. androgynous) are less consistent with respect

to academic aid career motivation than traditional sex typed women? Interveiing

variables appear to.,be4inhibiting high achievement motivated, women from

expressing their higli motivation'in a commensurately high level career choice.



Risk

4

The riskLtaking patterns for the women studied often took a.lui shape

16

indicating some women were characterized by, high risk- taking and others

by low. This traditional sextype4 pattern of preferring extremes was founnd
-

for women for hoIhage 'grotiPs hAgh in achievement motivation (Tableg 3 and /

5) contrary to Atking'dn's (Atkinson and Raynor,. 1974) model where moderate

risk-taking typiCally ac.COmpanis high n Ach. This extreme pattern of .risk-

taking was also found, for androgynous continuing education women high in

-
career motivation (Table 1). -Perhaps high achieVement and career oriented

women who are married perceive the enviroment as unpredictable - an inference

derived from their ambivalent risk preferences. Continuing education woman

"(Table 10) were found to have a risk pattern similar to the Atkinson model

when interaction effects were partialled out, especially those related to

selfresteem, community support, and nontraditional (androgynous) sex role

orientation. However, their risk pattern assumed the familiar 'u''shape when

career motivation was the,criterion,'even when the effect of the interactions
A

was taken into account (Table 11).' It is possible that women perceive morel

social sanction for their academic endeavors than,for their dareer endeavours.

Conflict Measures

The conflict measures for Home-Career (H-C) conflict and Fear-A-Success

- f

-(FOS) provided some infordation on why women have inhibited career motivation.

Sextyped continuing education women scored high on FOS and career motivation,

provided,they perceived support available to them in the community for their

career goals. Androgynous women scored high an FOS, career' motivation,

whether, or not theyperceived support in the communit . FOS. was found to be

r 410-
A

17
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moderatekby self-esteem scores, both Academic,Self-esteem and,Social

Self-esteem, sometimes in a negative direction, at others'in a Elositive .

direction (Tables 6, 7, 8 and 13 present the,se data). Home-dareer,con-
,

f flict socres were moderated by self-esteem in relation'to home and, family

(Table 8) and by perceived community support and early socialization ex-
,

periences'"(Tables 9 and 12). Thefirlding that high levels of FOSwere

associated with high career motivation (p<.05) raises interesting ciestions

about the cost of this conflicCto the actual productivity of these women.

Sex Role Ortentation/:

Sex role orientation appeared to be,a useful predictor in the analyses

of dta presented here for continuing education and college women. It

--\.......-'

.

.

,

seems that the presende or, absence of perceived support atlhome or in the

community for traditional sextyped women's career goals is ,important for

I

high motivation, while for androgynous women it was not. 'Perhaps traditional
.

/ ,.

l

sextyped women are more dependent on social sanctions for their ca eer ..,

.

...

. .
------- ,

.

motivati ,to suc than are their androgynous sisters. This inference

1

makes s se in light of Bemis (1976) traditional sextyped construct
which

1

idenilled women who perceive themselves as dependent rather than independent.

.

. ..s.
.,

a

Environmental Support

The measures Self-EsteeT Home, Early SOcializationand Co ity Support

. .

'appear to be highly useful in picking up information on why women ha e in- 1

hibited career motivation. Their interactive effect with other predictor

, .

variables is demons rated by data presented in Table 8713 in which ten

signficant interacts n effects,contain these variables.

The implications of this study for achievement and career motivation

\ v

s.

,

theory are to lend,tentative support f(A. thd interactive social learning

N 1st U
A
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context model proposed at tbh beginning of this paper. The evidence again

highlights the inadequacy of the older models based largely on middle class-

male norms. (Atkinson & Raynor, 1974; Super, 1975). 4

A

The implications for research suggest a closer look at which, contextual
°

variables optimize or alternatively inhibit achieving motivation in women.

Naturalistic observation methods (Bergin & Strupp, 19/0) might be employed

with benefit in this task. At a later stage, &mcurrently, experimental

studies might examine the effect of matching particular personality types

(i.e.,sextyped, androgynous) with environments differing in the degree of

support offered for.the woman/girls achieving behaviors.
114.

Implications for practice suggest a variety of interventions rather

than focusing change efforts in one area. McClelland's (1971) strategy of

reeducating adults and adolescents could be applied to girls and women to

help Inge their values, attitudes And selfconcepts the direction of

greater achievement motivation. Atkinson's (Atkinson and Raynor, 1974)

strategy of changing the environment to optimize motivation could be applied

to family education:teacher education, teachers, employers, legislators

and policy makers. Both these approaches are now currently used. A third-

4 I
approach suggested some years earlier by Cronbadh (1958) is to match the

individual and the environment in some manner to optimize achieving behavior.

For example, a sextyped girl may be highly achieving given 2dequate support

for achieving behavio ome and school, whereas an androgynous girl may

thrive in a mewhat different environment. All three approaches alone have

'limitations, namely relying on chadge i either the indiNO.dual or the society

to solve the problem. The third approa h is not free of this difficulty,

since matching individual differences to environmentsassumes thht these

f (

1 9

7

A
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,

individual differ4ndes are relatively unchanging and stable. .0)

19

The study. described in,this paper provide some tentative'-directions

-1 .

*-forotbeetry, research and practice relative to, the achieving behaviors of,

girls'and women. The .fact that conflict was found to be highes,t-in highly (----

, i s.... ,

motivated wimen'suggests that'much remains to be done before women"-g lull

popefitiel is unleashed both for their p sonal benefit and that of society.
.. ,

2

3

ti

4
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Ta.ble. 6

27

Discriminant Function or Androgynous Continuinr Education.

. Females Ny

High Positiiic

FOS (5.08),,

High Positive Interaction, Wts.

,

1fizh Ilegative its.

High NegatiVejnteraction Wts.

FOS x Academic( -6.9i
4

:e.HANOVA etquare .72; Wilk's A .28
'b. Standardized discriminant weights

4

P,

Pr



Tab] (-; 1

Canonical Variate One for ndrogynou-s Continuing Education
4

Femnies

PredictNVarialyie Set

1110 siLive WeiOls

k't

Fear of Success (.8( )

Nvol ie WeIDhts

e

(Ri!ik)2 -1.42

If-Esteem Social (-,.72)

a. H .784KCp< .001) ; Wilk's A .22

L,
. 2

Critec.ion-Vari.thle 'Set

II s i ve k; h

Career 'Io( iv:10ml (1002)

II Nru.:1 Li ye 1:e.*:las

.f*

..

C.

22
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Tal 2

4; I,

Ganonischl \Tarn Le -Twoa for Androrynouc continuing, Education

Females

Predictor-Variable Set Crieriort7Variable Set

46,

High Positive licighLs High Positive4Nei,ghts

Academic Self-Es-teem (.56)

High Nesative WeilhLs

Early Socialization- (-.60)

'Home Self-Esteem ,(--.95)

Community Support (-.41)

(II; .075); Wilk's a .58

I 44

St

25

I

Need Achievement.- (.95)

Hagh NegativiliFightc

Career Motivation
r
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Tab) r 3
4

4a
Canonica4, Va into ,Onoa e ,few College oexty_ife'cl. Reinales'

4

7 ' Prediwgior-Variabie Set- .S.

Po8,iLive:Weitlits

IP

lllgli cut ive

oca

(Risq )

lit:68"(p<.01)
x

tl

1

.040

,

,a

//
Griterion-Variable Set"

n gh Ns i t ive Veights

Achievement Motivation (.9)'

ive gilts

Career' t1o,t.ivrition (

4

ED

6.0 N

7
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Canonical Variate UntIoa for C9ntinuing Lclucation :.;extyped

Females ,

Predietott-Variable Set

High PosiLW Weights

.

Academic Self - Esteem (.93)

Hiph Negative Yeig,hl::,

I-

Early Socialiiation (-.38)

home Self-Esieem

Home-Career Conflicl (-.47)

a a 72'" (p < .01) ; Wilk's X .47

4

27

Criterion-Variable Set.

High Vw,itive Weiplits

Need' Achievement (.63)

II igh_ liega t_irve_ We i

Career Motivation (-:60)



Table ';

Canonical. Variate One" . for Contimii.
site L;extypedi."

/ rt

Females /

3
1

/
...Thy

Predictor-VilTiable Set

114,12...Positive We it;hls

Cr it er ihn-Var iable Set

Pos i v e s

Community Support (.75) Career Motivation (.85)

Fear -of- Success (.56)

Itih itclative Weights

(Risk)
2

(-1.60)

Social Set f-Esteem (-. 98)

.a.fi .89** (p <.0.1)

Jill's A .30

28

a

R

Achievement Mgt i %in t ion (. 8 7 )

4,11 Ncl;i i v tic iOLS

4

)1F
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Table 7

2 8

.

Discriminant F
a

unction 2 for Sextyped Continuing 3clucation

Females

-4.
b

High Positive Wts.

FO) (5.34)

High Positivse Interaction its.

a..1.1ANUVA eta - square .72 ; Wilk's A.28
b. Stand.ardized discriminant weights

2i

High Negative Wts.'

High Negative. Interaction Wts.

FOS x Self-esteem Academic( -5.

Ito
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Table ,3
a,

Discriminant Function 1 for .Oollege'Students

4

b.
High positive Wts,

Fa::: (1.65)

High" positive ,Lnteractic.m .ts.

High Negative Wts.

H-C(-1.72)

A ).

High Negative Interaction 's.

H-C x Home self-teem(1.54) FOS x Social self-esteem (-2.87)

a.ilAis:OVA eta-square 44; Wilk' s A .56
.10 Standardized discriminant weights,

X.467.8"df 50 (1).05)

f

r^

O

I.



Table 9
. I

Discriminant Function 1 for College Ma:rriea Women
. #

+Jr

-

High pos tive wts. High Negative. wts.

H -C(5.68),

High poitive interaction wts.

H-C'x Community Support (1:94)

.

a. plANOVA eta-square .40; Wilk's A .60
\ .

'X20.7 df 34(p4 .05); F (p .05) .

b. Standardized discriminant weip-jits,

31

30 .

figh negative interaction wts.

H-C x Early Socialization(-3.47

<
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Table 10

Simultaneous Multiple Regression Analysis
a
for:Continuing

)

Education Women Using Achievement Notivaion as Criterion

4N=53)
...

i..

.

Predictor H t wt.

AndroTyny
.

Self-Esteem Sociq1

L

Andror.Tny
X

Community Support

isk- squared

Self-Esteem Academic

t4 **
3.04.87

.. . *
-.87' 2.22"

R .87 2.14

.87 -2.26*

* <,05

** O.< .01

a. F =1.88q -
'

_J

.

32
4

1.25

1.40

47

_1:48

.1
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Table. 11

Simultaneous Multiplp Regression Analysis for Continuing

HEducatkon Women Using Career Mottvation as Criterion

(N=. 53)

Predictor rR t wt.

ComMuity Support
r

x
Self-Esteem Social ,.86

Community Support

Risk-squAred

Andro;7yr.y.

Self-Esteem Social

)

.86

.86

.86

p 0,5 ; p < .01; *.1-* p <

4.

**.*
3.93

-3.131"

1.49

.

1.06

-2.1

-2.43

33

e
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- 1.30
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Tab? . '12

Canonical Variate Cne
a.

fqr Continuinp: Iducation Female r

Predictot-Variable Set , 'Criterion-Variab

.

HiFrh Positive Fain iffect no. Hii,h Positive Lain- Effect vit

, .

Community Support (.33)

Hic:h.Looitive luterlctjon

Ariro-yny X 3ocial .3.(11f-Este:3m(.34)

H-C xCo:mitLnity Support (.23) t

w

. : P

Achievement ilotivation(.74)

F

'Toutive rain :ffect Hirt i. errative Wto.

Academic Self-esteem (-.29) CaAer i',otivation(-.d4)

Hirh 1;ec'nti-ve interactr

Community Support x Social ;Self-esteem (-.45)

AndrogYPY' x Home Self -esteem

a. 1? =.90(p .07.

34



'table 13

a
Canonical Vtria0 One-for College Students

r
, 0

4-1

1 ' Predictor Variable Set Crit6r.ioil Variable Set
!

.

Ille

. Hirjl,PositivalinEffect its. . iigh.Positive 'alts.

1.
A.

Home Self-esteem (."33) F I
r

Early Socialization (.224- Achievement i:Ativation(.4i

Social Solf-e'steem (.19)

High Positive Interaction Wts.

H-C x Commnntty -Aunporf (.32)

,Community :Thnport x Social Self-esteem(.27)

10:1 x Acwlerlic Self-esteem (.23)

Ilerntive !air' F,ffect'Wts. High:Nep:atIve-Wts.

FOS (-.r) . Career i%ot,ivatkon

ti

Hir.h Nerrativc,interction :its.

s

Home S41f-esteem x Early Socialization(-.30
-N-

Androgyny x Corlimuhity Support (7? )

a. 53(17 05j; Wilirc-rg A

35
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